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QUESTION 1

An architect needs to create a file name for CRM data onboarding based on the following information provided: 

iOS ID: 20195 DPID TARGET DATA OWNER: 901035 TIMESTAMP: 201810171215 INTEGRATION CODE: 32456
Which file name follows the required file naming syntax? 

A. ftp_dpm_20195_901035_201810171215.csv.1.gz 

B. ftp_dpm_201810171215.overwrite.1.gz 

C. ftp_dpm_32456_201810171215.overwrite.1.gz 

D. ftp_dpm_20195_901035_201810171215.overwrite 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/audience-manager/user-guide/implementationintegration-
guides/sending-audience-data/batch-data-transfer-process/inbound-ftp-filenames.html 

 

QUESTION 2

During online data collection, an event call captures geographic location as a key-value pair "dcs_region":region ID
parameter returned in a larger body of JSON data. 

How are the parameters being passed? 

A. Directly to Data Collection Servers using APIs or data collection code 

B. Indirectly to Profile Cache Servers using UI controls 

C. Indirectly to Data Collection Servers using UI controls 

D. Directly to Profile Cache Servers using APIs or data collection code 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/audience-manager/user-
guide/reference/systemcomponents/components-data-collection.html 

 

QUESTION 3

An architect is evaluating a company\\'s business requirements against its marketing technology investment. The
architect notes that the company has integrated Adobe Analytics and Adobe Target but that they are not currently
leveraging Adobe Audience Manager (AAM). 

Which three business requirements suggest a need for AAM? (Choose three.) 

A. Sharing audiences across the Experience Cloud 

B. Promoting personalized content on the same hit 
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C. Managing user fatigue with frequency capping 

D. Tracking user behavior on the company\\'s web properties 

E. Incorporating CRM data with hundreds of attributes 

F. Enriching first party data with third party demographics 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 4

A client invests in digital marketing tools to identify current customers and drive media and site 

personalization programs for current customers at scale: 

The client has a large current customer base. 

Fifty percent of current customers have logged in on the client\\'s website or mobile app in the past 6 

months. 

The client wants to re-engage with current customers who have not logged in to the website or mobile app 

in the past 6 months. 

Irrespective of website visitors’ login status, the client wants to identify whether the website visitor is a 

current customer. 

The client wants opportunities to identify current customers across devices. 

Which recommendation should a solutions architect make to the client? 

A. Onboard current customer data through match partner and Natural Match 

B. Onboard third-party data via Audience Marketplace 

C. Onboard current customer data through mobile app match partner 

D. Onboard current customer data through either match partner or Natural Match 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

An architect needs to devise a plan to capture user activity given the following scenario: 

A credit card company plans to run an acquisition program in partnership with a hospitality company. 

The hospitality company agrees to advertise the credit card company\\'s product offer on its website to its 
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current customers. 

The hospitality company redirects the current customers to the credit card company\\'s website to apply for 

the credit card after clicking on the advertisement. 

The hospitality company wants to track the members’ actions on the credit card application pages in 

Audience Manager. 

What should an architect recommend to meet these requirements? 

A. Deploy Audience Manager tracking pixel on credit card application pages 

B. Activate loyalty members\\' data using the services of an onboarding partner 

C. Deploy Audience Manager DIL code on credit card company website 

D. Enable server-side forwarding with the credit card company 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 6

Which two features must be implemented for server-side forwarding? (Choose two.) 

A. Visitor ID Service 

B. Audience Management Module 

C. Asynchronous Destination IFrame 

D. DIL.create function 

E. Declared ID synchronization 

Correct Answer: AB 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/analytics/admin/admin-tools/server-side-forwarding/ ssf.html 

 

QUESTION 7

A marketer at a mobile phone company notices that subscriber promotions are driving increased site traffic without
increasing sales. The promotion is intended to drive existing customers to upgrade their devices and sign onto a new
contract term. The marketer believes that most customers need to see the offer more than once to spur an upgrade.
The marketer wants to craft an online campaign to accomplish this goal. 

The company has invested in Adobe Analytics and Audience Manager, and onboards its CRM and Media data into
AAM. 

Which three traits are required to create a re-targeting audience that meets the requirements? (Choose three.) 
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A. Last purchase date 

B. Device type 

C. Membership level 

D. Email Permission 

E. Cart abandon 

F. Visited product page 

Correct Answer: ADF 

 

QUESTION 8

An eCommerce client acquires Adobe Audience Manager as its DMP to personalize content areas on the landing page
based on users\\' shopping history and ad impressions. The client currently uses Adobe Experience Manager (AEM) for
content management. Adobe Target for content personalization, and a non-Adobe Ad server. 

Which integration approach is needed to meet these requirements? 

A. Real-Time Server-to-Server Integrations 

B. Pixels syncs to targeting systems 

C. Real-time calls using People core service 

D. Server-to-Server Batch Integrations 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://www.adobe.com/content/dam/acom/au/marketing-cloud/playbook/Adobe-AudienceManager.pdf (54) 

 

QUESTION 9

A banking client wants to use Audience Manager segments for an upcoming site-personalization campaign. The
campaign is promoting exclusive credit card upsell opportunities for a group of high value 

customers. Prospects and unqualified customers must not see this messaging. 

Which Profile Merge Rule should an architect recommend to meet these requirements? 

A. Current Authenticated + Current Device 

B. Current Authenticated + No Device 

C. Last Authenticated + Profile Link 

D. Last Authenticated + Adobe Co-op 

Correct Answer: B 
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Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/audience-manager/user-guide/features/profile-mergerules/merge-
rule-targeting-options.html 

 

QUESTION 10

A customer wants an extract of their segment rules to perform an audit. Which API method should the architect use? 

A. POST /segments/estimate-30-day-size 

B. GET /segments 

C. POST /segments 

D. GET /segments/rules 

E. GET /segments/limits 

F. POST /segments/rules 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://bank.demdex.com/portal/swagger/index.html#/Segments_API 

 

QUESTION 11

Which three elements are part of the Customer Data Feed? (Choose three.) 

A. Geo-Code 

B. Unrealized Traits 

C. Device 

D. IP Address 

E. Event Time 

F. GCDevice 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 12

A client implements Search and Display media partners’ remarketing pixels on its website to re-target site 

visitors with product offerings. 

None of these media partners currently have integration with the Audience Manager. 

The client has implemented Audience Manager as its DMP solution to create richer target audience 
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segments using the data points enabled from other data sources including the client\\'s CRM system, media, 

site behavior, third-party data services, and email programs. 

The client wants to leverage these richer data sets to enhance the efficiency of the remarketing programs. 

Which approach should an architect recommend to activate the audiences from Audience Manager into 

the platforms of these media partners for targeting? 

A. Share audiences via server-to-server destination 

B. Leverage Customer Data Feed to share audiences with the media partners 

C. Implement the media partners\\' remarketing pixel on more webpages 

D. Share audiences via URL type destination 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 13

An architect is using network debugger tools to verify that the Experience Cloud Visitor ID Service has been correctly
deployed to a client\\'s website. The architect wants to filter the network traffic to isolate the call from the Experience
Cloud Visitor ID Service to request a visitor ID for this standard implementation. 

Which filter should the architect apply? 

A. dpm 

B. event 

C. dest 

D. b/ss 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/id-service/using/implementation-guides/test-verify.html 

 

QUESTION 14

A credit card company monetizes their audiences by offering ad inventory to airlines, hotels, and rental car agencies.
The company wants to obtain third-party data to enrich their audiences. The architect needs to help evaluate AAM data
partners based on a description of their current segment offerings. 

Which data partner\\'s segment should the architect recommend? 

A. Regional segments with coverage for many countries including the US, UK, Spain, Italy, Germany, and France 

B. Propensity segments based on predictive visitors to global cultural Points of Interests (POIs) as well as demographic
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and geolocation segments at massive scale 

C. Industry segments with coverage for financial services, health, media, and political 

D. Derived segments from machine learning innovation to bring the depth and breadth of consumer insight to directly
impact the full spectrum of marketing research and business objectives 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

A client has a no authentication capability enabled on their website. The company has started implementing the Adobe
Product suite tools including Audience Manager, Analytics, Target and Campaign. It plans to use Adobe Campaign for
managing the email marketing programs and share email response data with Audience Manager. 

Which ID recommendation should an architect make for audience sharing between Campaign and Audience Manager? 

A. Use Experience Cloud ID 

B. Use Declared ID captured in Audience Manager 

C. Use Profile ID present in Campaign 

D. Use Audience Manager UUID 

Correct Answer: A 
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